5 Works to Check Out At Art Los Angeles Contemporary

Art Los Angeles Contemporary (ALAC) opened on January 28 at Barker Hangar at the Santa Monica Municipal Airport, bringing together more than 70 galleries from around the world. The art fair, which is in its seventh year, expects to welcome some 15,000 visitors to Santa Monica. Considered by many to be Los Angeles’s premier art fair, exhibitors at ALAC include ACME, Kayne Griffin Corcoran and Night Gallery from Los Angeles; On Stellar Rays, Team Gallery and Derek Eller Gallery from New York, and Christian Andersen from Copenhagen. Here are five works at that stood out at the fair:

“Optometer” by Rosha Yaghmai at Kayne Griffin Corcoran

Alex Israel isn’t the only one using lenses in his practice. Los Angeles-based artist Rosha Yaghmai used sunglasses to create a dangling curtain.

-Ann Binlot